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Newlyweds Matthew Samuels and Ashwini Mohan are facing a potentially bitter legal battle over the religious headwear of one
of the women. When Matthew Samuels and Ashwini Mohan wed in January, the couple signed a pre-nuptial agreement which
they hoped would serve as a “protection” against any future family feuds. However, it has since emerged that the couple was
hoping to avoid a much more painful end to their relationship. The new bride has been diagnosed with a rare form of terminal
cancer, and when she is unable to get pregnant, a sperm donor may be the only way to keep her and their daughter biologically
connected. According to the couple’s pre-nuptial agreement, the parents of the young girl can choose to be genetically related to
their daughter. By siring a child with the young mother, Mr Samuels would retain legal custody of the child and have access to
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the couple’s assets. Their marriage and life together would then be governed by the law. However, the law of inheritance in the
UK would potentially give the mother’s parents access to all of Mr Samuels’s assets. This could mean the new family would have
a great deal of money. The couple claims that as Mr Samuels’s father was not present at the wedding, they did not want his
inheritance to be controlled by his future wife’s family. The couple’s pre-nuptial agreement would therefore not serve as a
protection from inheritance claims. The document has also potentially opened the door to potential inheritance claims from
Ashwini’s brother. In the event that Ashwini dies without giving birth to her daughter, the potential law suit will be made against
the sperm donor. The young couple’s marriage certificate, signed by both of them, was witnessed by a Hindu priest. But Mr
Samuels, a Christian from Zimbabwe, does not wish to make any mention of the Hindu faith on the marriage certificate. As the
couple lived together before their wedding, they could attempt to get the wedding annulled on the grounds that the Hindu
ceremony was not witnessed by a clergyman, the requirement to have the wedding annulled is rigorous 82157476af
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